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Abstract:

In this work we present alternative models for attribute speech feature extraction based
on the two state-of-the-art deep neural networks: convolutional neural networks (CNN) and
feed-forward neural network with pretraining using stack of restricted Boltzmann machines
(DBN-DNN). These attribute detectors are trained using data-driven approach across all lan-
guages in the OGI-TS multi-language telephone speech corpus. Thus, such a detectors can
be considered as the universal phonetician alphabet (UPA), which can detect phonologically
distinctive articulatory features belonging to all languages. Moreover, articulatory features
can capture foreign accents characteristics and further these models will be utilized to solve
the foreign accent recognition problem.

We consider two types of articulatory feature detectors, these are manner and place of
articulation, which extract characteristics of the human speech production process from the
speech dataset. Evaluating on the OGI-TS dataset, the results in terms of Average Equal
Error Rate and Detection Error Tradeoff show that the attribute model based on the CNN
consistently outperform the DBN-DNN model. Attribute detectors with CNN, versus DBN-
DNN model, reduce the AvgEER producing 18.8% relative improvements for manner of
articulation and producing 10.3% relative improvements for place of articulation. Also, man-
ner speech features are detected more accurately then place features 11.46% versus 14.06%
AvgEER.
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deep neural networks, restricted Boltzmann machine, convolutional neural network, data-
driven speech attributes, manner of articulation, place of articulation, foreign accent recog-
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis deals with a foreign accent recognition in general and more specifically it is

devoted to particular speech features which characterize different language accents. In au-

tomatic foreign accent recognition the mother tongue (L1) of non-native speakers has to be

recognized given a spoken segment in a second language (L2) [31]. This task is taking much

attention in the speech community because accent usually negatively affects the performance

of conventional automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems [5]. The problem of the exist-

ing ASR systems that these are working mostly with the native speech only, and the accuracy

dramatically reduces when words are uttered with an alternative pronunciation (e.g. foreign

accent)[29]. Foreign accents also negatively affect other speech systems such as automatic

speaker and language recognition [5, 4]. Moreover, foreign accent recognition plays a vital

needs for border control security systems [83]. It may help officials to detect immigrants

with a fake passport by recognizing actual country and region of spoken foreign accent.

The main idea why the foreign accents may be recognized is because of the deviation

from the standard pronunciation and influences of language L1 on L2 [66, 85]. That is

non-native speakers often tend to alter some phoneme features when pronouncing a word

in L2 because they usually only partially manage its pronunciation. For example, Italians

often aspirate the /h/ sound in words such as house, hill or hotel[85]. Another anomaly

in pronunciation may be replacing an unfamiliar phoneme in L2 with the one that closer

and easier to utter in L1[85]. As an example from [85], word closely in English can be

pronounced as «k l ow s l iy», in Japanese it may has the next phonetician content «k uh l ow

s l iy».

A naive solution for accent recognition could be the use of language recognition tech-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

niques based on n-gram phoneme statistics, but this approach can not be directly used, be-

cause the collected phoneme statistic would match the L2 language. The problem here is that

every language has its own phone set. The solution is to create universal phonetic alphabet

(UPA) [80]. In previous works [80, 79, 57, 77, 56] it was proposed to use speech articulatory

features as the UPA.

Speech articulatory features such as manner (fricative, glide, nasal, silence, stop, voiced,

vowel) and place (coronal, dental, glottal, high, labial, low, mid, palatal, silence, and ve-
lar) can capture language and accent variations. Experimental evidence showed their effec-

tiveness in foreign accent recognition [32, 9].

Using universal articulatory features we can analyse the statistical model for pair L1-

L2 languages. For instance, if we take English and Japanese pronunciation of word closely

and represent it in manner attribute transcription (using mapping tables from Appendix A),

for English it will be «stop gs_voiced voiced_vowel fric gs_voiced voiced_vowel» and for

Japanese «stop voiced_vowel gs_voiced voiced_vowel fric gs_voiced voiced_vowel». These

two transcriptions differ in one manner attribute («voiced_vowel»). Thus, gathering such a

statistic about different attribute content of the pronunciations we may recognize the foreign

accents or dialects.

In [8] it was proposed successful bottom-up implementation of the foreign accent recog-

nition model based on front-end attribute detectors. The low-level detectors were modeled

using artificial neural networks (ANN) with single-hidden non-linear layer and soft-max out-

put layer. However, the baseline speech attribute front-end showed large error rate variance

[80]. It was needed more advanced approach to improve the detectors’ accuracy.

Further, we discuss why the deep learning approaches have been chosen. The biggest ad-

vance occurred nearly four decades ago with the introduction of the expectation-maximization

(EM) algorithm for training Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), see historical review on HMM

[6, 28]. With the EM algorithm, it became possible to develop speech systems using the rich-

ness of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [58] to represent the relationship between HMM

states and the acoustic input. Despite their advantages, GMMs have a serious shortcoming

[40]. Artificial neural networks trained by backpropagating have the potential to learn much

better models. In fact two decades ago, it was achieved some success using ANN with a

single layer of non-linear hidden units. However, there was no adequate learning algorithm

for training neural networks with many hidden layers on large amount of data. Also the

computer hardware performance were not sufficient to seriously challenge GMMs [40].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, advances in both machine learning and graphics processing unit

(GPU) computation led to more efficient methods. In 2006 Geoffrey Hinton’s paper work

[40] made a significant impact in neural networks and turned researchers mind to this field.

Since that time, it became possible to train networks with many layers of non-linear units and

a very large output layers. The new study of deep learning has appeared which is a branch of

machine learning based on a set of algorithms that model high-level abstractions in data by

using model architectures composed of multiple non-linear transformations [25].

New deep learning algorithms led to significant advances in different areas. In some

fields these even outperform human abilities: in [88] it is proposed deep learning approach

which beats humans in IQ test, in [34, 47] Microsoft and Google have beat the human bench-

mark at image recognition of 5.1% errors. Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been success-

fully applied in across a range of speech processing tasks as well, such as conversational-style

speech recognition [76], noise robust applications [91], multi- and cross-lingual learning

techniques [62] and others. Inspired by the success of those applications, we want to explore

the use of DNNs to extract manner and place of articulation attributes to be used in automatic

accent recognition systems.

1.1 Goals

The main goal of the research is to improve the existing foreign accent recognition system

[32]. In order to refine the whole system we have to improve components it consists of. In

this thesis we will improve the front-end speech articulatory detectors. For that problem the

next tasks will be solved:

• implement a model for detecting speech attributes of articulation using deep learning

approaches;

• the proposed model have to satisfy the attribute paradigm [56];

• investigate performance of the proposed model and apply to the foreign accent recog-

nition.
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CHAPTER 2

Artificial Neural Networks

In this chapter we briefly consider simple neural perceptron. After that we move to the

multilayer neural networks, review its training algorithm Backpropagation and its advantages

and drawbacks.

2.1 Single-layer Perceptron

People and animals from day to day use their brain, eyes, ears to make decisions and train

itself. When we socialize with each other we do not even think of processes of recognition

in the brain we easily and automatically recognize the words of people with different voices.

For human brain it is easy to recognize any objects, sounds, printed or handwritten text, we

do it on the fly and subconsciously.

On the other hand, scientists studied the issues of the brain activity modeling and how it

solves such a complex tasks. Firstly natural nervous system was mentioned in primitive un-

derstanding by René Descartes in XVII century [30]. In his work, Descartes firstly proposed

the existence of human reaction on the external events, it was the first steps of the founding

of reflex theory.

In the modern understanding nervous system was described in works of Camillo Golgi

and Santiago Ramon y Cajal. They got the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1906

«in recognition of their work on the structure of the nervous system» [1]. These study made

the ground theory of the natural neural networks and moder biology.
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CHAPTER 2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Later on these understandings of biological neural networks mathematical artificial neu-

ral network (ANN) approach emerged. Artificial neural networks are mathematical models

which have extremely simplified analogues of natural neural networks. But even using just a

basic principals of biological neural systems it is enough to successfully solve some practical

problems.

McCulloch-Pitts Neural Network Model. Let given X is a general space of objects and

Y is a space of responses, there is relation y∗ : X → Y which we know only on training

subset of objects X l = (xi, yi)
l
i=1, yi = y∗ (xi). We need to develop algorithm a : X → Y

which will approximate objective function y∗ on the whole space of objects X . This is a

basic problem of machine learning. Further, let consider that objects can be described by n

features fj : X → R, j = 1, n, or in vector form (f1 (x) , . . . , fn (x))
T ∈ Rn.

First neural network was proposed by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts in 1943 [61].

It was simple linear perceptron, see Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Perceptron model of Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts and biological neural
cell [90].

This model get n-dimensional feature vector as the input

x =
(
x1, . . . , xn

)T ≡ (f1 (x) , . . . , fn (x))
T ,

here object x identified with its feature vector. For simplicity features are supposed to be

binary. These features are multiplied on the respective weights w = (w0, . . . , wn)
T . The

neuron’s output is 0 or 1, it is determined by the weighted input sum. If sum
n∑
j=1

wjx
j is

greater then threshold w0 then neuron is activated and output 1, otherwise 0. In mathematical

terms it means the output from the neural network is a(x):
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a (x) = σ

(
n∑
j=1

wjx
j − w0

)
, (2.1)

where σ (z) is an activation function. In perceptron model activation function is a simple

Heaviside step function:

σ (z) = θ (z) = [z > 0] =

 0, z < 0,

1, z > 0
(2.2)

McCulloch-Pitts model is equivalent to the linear step classifier. Later perceptron model

was extended to the neural networks with real value inputs and outputs and with different

activation functions.

Activation functions. There are different types of neural activation functions, the choice

of them depends on the practical task. Commonly used activation functions are shown on the

Figure 2.2. Sometimes neurons are called regarding its activation function.

Figure 2.2: Linear, logistic and hyperbolic tangent functions and their derivatives.

Binary threshold neurons [93] which is described above, it is another name for McCulloch-

Pitts model. Linear neurons [93] is the simplest kind of neurons. It has linear activation

function

σlinear(z) = z. (2.3)

Hence, we have connection of neural networks with the linear regression model

7
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a (x) =
n∑
j=1

wjx
j − w0 = wTx. (2.4)

It is computationally limited because the superposition of such neurons in many layers still

gives linear model. Sigmoid neurons produces real valued outputs that is bounded between 0

and 1. This kind of neurons is very frequently used in neural nets

σlogistic (z) =
1

1 + e−z
. (2.5)

Hyperbolic tangent function [93] is a neuron with activation function

σtanh (z) = tanh (z) =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z
. (2.6)

Linear (2.3), sigmoid (2.5) and hyperbolic tangent (2.6) activation functions are smooth and

differentiable (see Figure 2.2). Moreover, these derivatives are either constant or defined in

terms of the original function

σ′linear (z) = 1

σ′logistic (z) = σlogistic (z) (1− σlogistic (z))

σ′tanh (z) = 1− σ2
tanh (z)

(2.7)

It is a key feature that makes training very efficient and convenient for implementation

of the Back-propagation approach (see later in the Section 2.3).

Rectified linear neurons (ReLU) [93] combines the ideas of both previous binary thresh-

old and linear neurons. Firstly, it computes weighted sum of its inputs, as usually, and then

it produces output of non-linear activation function

σ (z) =

 z, if z > 0,

0, otherwise.
(2.8)

So, above zero it is linear and at zero it makes a «hard» decision.
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2.2 Multi-layer Neural Networks

Computer scientists went further and again inspired by the human brain. Similarly the natural

neurons works together and have difficult multilayer structure, mathematicians brought this

idea to the artificial multilayer neural networks.

Figure 2.3: Multi-layer neural network with one hidden layer [87].

On the Figure 2.3 it is represented multilayer network with one hidden layer for simplic-

ity. On the input layer we send n-dim feature vector, then these features simultaneously goes

to the H neurons of the first hidden layer. On the hidden layer we acquire weighted sum of

the features which goes through the activation function. After that it moves to next layer and

so on.

On the output we get signals am. In general case neural networks can have arbitrary num-

ber of neurons in hidden layers and hidden layers itself. Number of output signals usually

corresponds to number of classes in classification problem.

Properties of multilayer networks. The main question for machine learning is what kind

of function neural networks can approximate? Here we list some features on neural networks

which answer this question [33].

• Any boolean function (disjunctive normal form) can be represented by 2-layers artifi-

cial neural network in {0, 1}n space. It means if input features are binary and we are

solving binary classification problem then it is enough to have 2-layers to approximate
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any boolean function [33].

If input features are not binary but real values, i.e. can neural networks approximate

any continuous function? The answer to this question is embodied in the Universal Ap-

proximation Theorem for a nonlinear input-output mapping proved by George Cybenko [22].

This result was acquired based on the solution to the Hilbert’s 13-th Problem given by A.N.

Kolmogorov [48].

Theorem 1. (The Universal Approximation Theorem [33]) Let ϕ (·) be a nonconstant,

bounded, and monotone increasing continuous function. Let IN denote the N - dimensional

unit hypercube [0, 1]N . The space of continuous functions on IN is denoted by C (IN). Then,

given any function f ∈ C (IN) and ε > 0, there exist an integer M and sets of real constants

αi, bi and wij , where i = 1, . . . ,M and j = 1, . . . , N such that we may define

F (x1, . . . , xN) =
M∑
i=1

αiϕ

(
N∑
j=1

wijxj + bi

)
, (2.9)

as an approximate realization of the function f(·); that is

|F (x1, . . . , xN)− f (x1, . . . , xN)| < ε

for all x1, . . . , xN that lie in the input space.

This theorem is directly applicable to perceptron model. But the theorem does not say

optimal number of neurons that should be in the neural network to perform the function

approximation, it says only that it is finite number.

• With the help of linear algebraic operations and one nonlinear activation function σ we

are able to approximate any continuous function with desirable accuracy [33].

• More layers neural network has then more complex decision making and more com-

plex loss function surface it produces [33].

10
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2.3 Training approaches

In 1949 the neuropsychologist Donald O. Hebb developed the theory of the relationship of

the brain and cognitive processes [35]. In his works he described some ideas of artificial

neural network structuring and layers composition. Hebb proposed hypothetical ideas of

neural networks training which made up the ground theory of all nowadays neural network

algorithms, commonly known as «Hebb’s postulate» [33]. These are the next:

1. if two neurons from different sides of synapse are activated simultaneously, then synapse

«weight» is increasing;

2. if two neurons from different sides of synapse are activated asynchronously, then

synapse «weight» is decreasing or synapse is removed.

In 1958 Frank Rosenblatt, inspired by the works of McCulloch, Pitts and Hebb, devel-

oped Rosenblatt’s Perceptron [70]. It was shown that perceptron can perform basic logical

operations (conjunction and disjunction) and has the convergent learning algorithm (per-

ceptron convergence theorem [33]). The Rosenblatt’s Perceptron power is limited it can be

applied only for linearly separable classes [33].

After Marvin Minski critical book about the perceptoron model [63] the interest to the

neural networks was dramatically reduced. He analyzed mathematical inconsistency and

limitations of the perceptron model (XOR function problem, see Figure 2.4).

The interest to the neural networks was refreshed after developing the Error Backpropa-

gation algorithm by D.E. Rumelhart, G.E. Hinton and R. J. Williams in 1986 [71].

Error Backpropagation. Consider Figure 2.3, we are given X = Rn features and Y =

RM corresponding vector of responses. In our simple case one-hidden layer of neural net-

work has [H(n+ 1) + (H + 1)M ] unknown parameters (vector of all weights w) which we

have to fit using training set. Usually the complexity of problem increases proportionally

with the number of unknown parameters (when we add new layers). But in neural networks

we can avoid this issue using efficient gradient method error backpropagation.

Let output layer contains M neurons with activation functions σm and outputs am, m =

11
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Figure 2.4: Limitations of the Rosenblatt’s Perceptron, XOR function problem.

1, . . . ,M signals; hidden layer has H neurons with activation functions σh and outputs uh,

h = 1, . . . , H signals. Weights between the neurons from the hidden layer and the output

layer are denoted as whm. Weights between the input layer neurons and the hidden layer are

denoted as wjh.

The output signals am after the features xi (i-th object features from the training set) pass

through the all layers are calculated as superposition of output signals on intermediate layers:

am = σm

(
H∑
h=0

whmu
h (xi)

)
; uh (xi) = σh

(
n∑
j=0

wjhx
j
i

)
, (2.10)

where xji is the j-th component of the i-th object feature vector.

The problem of weights training is the next we have to minimize the value of the loss

function on the training set (xi, yi) of size l:

Q (w) =
l∑

i=1

L (w, xi, yi)→ min
w
. (2.11)

Popular distance measures can be used for the loss function. For the regression task [93], the

mean square error (MSE) criterion is typically used,

LMSE (w, xi, yi) =
1

2
‖xi − yi‖2 . (2.12)

12
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For the classification task, where yi is a response (probability distribution) on the i-th object

and the cross-entropy (CE) criterion

LCE (w, xi, yi) = −
M∑
m=1

ymi log [νm (xi)], (2.13)

where ymi = Pemp (m|xi) is the empirical (observed in the training set) probability that the

object xi belongs to class m, and νm (xi) is the same probability estimated from the DNN

νm (xi) = PDNN (m|xi) = softmaxm (zmi ) =
exp (zmi )
M∑
m=1

exp (zmi )

, (2.14)

and zmi =
H∑
h=0

whmu
h (xi) - m-th weighted signal on the final layer. For more details of

softmax layer and cross-entropy criteria usage see [93], [67].

In our example for simplicity we will utilize MSE criterion. In order to minimize our cost

function (2.11) we could use stochastic gradient descend to search the minimum [27] as for

single percetron training. But it is difficult to calculate gradient directly using the loss func-

tion L (w, xi, yi), the complexity of such problem is in the order of O
(
[Hn+HM ]2

)
. With

the aid of error backpropagation we can reduce the complexity to order ofO (3[Hn+HM ]).

The point of the error backpropagation is in the efficient differentiation of superposition of

functions (chain rule differentiation). We effectively store intermediate results of the algo-

rithm in the units of the neural network and then quickly calculate the total gradient.

Further for our one-hidden layer example the loss function Li(w) = LMSE (w, xi, yi)

proposed to be the mean square error calculated on every object xi output signal, after for-

ward pass:

Li (w) =
1

2

M∑
m=1

(am (xi)− ymi )
2. (2.15)

So, we have to derive partial derivatives of the loss function Li with respect to the output

signals am of the final layer:

∂Li (w)
∂am

= am (xi)− ymi = εmi (2.16)

13
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here we denote the partial derivative as εmi , i.e. error estimation on the sample object xi with

response yi.

Now consider derivatives of the hidden layer h with respect to their outputs:

∂Li (w)
∂uh

=
M∑
m=1

(am (xi)− ymi )σ′mwhm =
M∑
m=1

εmi σ
′
mwhm = εhi , (2.17)

this derivative we also call as «error estimation» εhi of network on the hidden layer, σ′m =

σ′m

(
H∑
h=0

whmu
h (xi)

)
is the derivative of the activation function calculated on the same ar-

gument as in (2.10). If sigmoid activation function is used then the derivative could be

effectively calculated as σ′m = σm (1− σm).

We can notice that εhi is calculated using εmi if we run the neural network backward and

set εmi σ
′
m on the output units and get εhi on the input units as shown on Figure 2.5. That is

why it is called backpropagation.

Figure 2.5: Error backward running.

When we have derivatives (2.16) and (2.17) with respect to am and uh we can easily infer

gradient of loss function Li (w) with respect to weights:

∂Li (w)
∂whm

=
∂Li (w)
∂am

∂am

∂whm
= εmi σ

′
mu

h, h = 0, . . . , H, m = 1, . . . ,M ; (2.18)

∂Li (w)
∂wjh

=
∂Li (w)
∂uh

∂uh

∂wjh
= εhi σ

′
hxj, j = 0, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , H. (2.19)

If we have more layers then derivatives are inferred using same chain rule. Algorithm for
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any number of hidden layers is derived in [93].

Therefore, we have all needed information to summarize the error backpropagation for

two-layer neural network in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 two-layer neural network training using Error Backpropagation

Input: X l = (xi, yi)
l
i=1 - training set, xi ∈ Rn, yi ∈ RM ;

H - number of units in hidden layers;
η - learning rate;
Q - loss function, initial value is calculated using equation (2.11);
λ - constant parameter from interval [0; 1];

Output: weights wjh, whm;

1: Initialisation: with small random numbers
wjh := random

(
− 1

2n
, 1
2n

)
;

whm := random
(
− 1

2H
, 1
2H

)
;

2: repeat
3: randomly choose xi;
4: forward pass:

uhi := σh

(
J∑
j=0

wjhxi

)
;

ami := σm

(
H∑
h=0

whmu
h (xi)

)
;

εmi := ami − ymi ;

Li :=
M∑
m=1

(εmi )
2;

5: backward pass:

εhi :=
M∑
m=1

εmi σ
′
mwhm, for all h = 1, . . . , H;

6: gradient step:
whm := whm − ηεmi σ′mum, for all h = 0, . . . , H , m = 1, . . . ,M ;
wjh := wjh − ηεhi σ′hxj , for all j = 0, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , H;

7: Q := (1− λ)Q+ λLi;
8: until Q stabilized;

Advantages of Error Backpropagation.

• Backpropagation is efficient algorithm, it can be easily parallelized [93].

• The algorithm is very flexible for training, i.e. it can be easily generalized on any

activation functions σ and loss functions L. Moreover, every neural unit can has its

own activation function. There are no restrictions on the number of input-output units
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and hidden layers. Any method of optimization can be used for training (gradient

descent, conjugate gradient, the Newton–Raphson method).

Disadvantages of Error Backpropagation.

• Convergence is not guaranteed, because gradient descent tends to stuck in many local

minima of the loss function L [93]. In order to improve convergence a lot of tricks and

heuristics are used [52], [54].

• Excessive number of weight parameters w can lead to overfitting of the model [93].

• Vanishing gradient problem [44], [45]. If sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent activation

functions are used then vanishing gradient problem appears. It means the larger values

of weightsw on the input of the unit the smaller value of the derivation σ′ on the output.

Therefore, weight correction on the backward pass of the backpropagation algorithm

is very tiny for multi layer perceptron (more then 2 hidden layers).
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Restricted Boltzmann Machine

Vanishing gradient problem was shown in training artificial neural networks using gradient

based backpropagation approaches (see [45]). Despite the tempting power of the neural net-

works that these are able to approximate any continuous function, it takes a lot of time to train

them and there was no efficient algorithm but «tricky» backpropagation. With the advent of

the backpropagation algorithm in the 1986, many researchers tried to train supervised deep

artificial neural networks from scratch, initially with little success. Interest to neural net-

works dramatically decreased at that time and since 1992 - 2005 («period of oblivion») there

were no any outstanding results in this field.

Gradient vanishing problem forced scientists to reject backpropagation algorithm and in-

vent other approaches for training neural networks. In 2005 Geoffrey Hinton et al. suggested

unsupervised pre-training approach [40]. It means that firstly we cluster training objects,

learn generally useful feature detectors, and only after that we name that clusters, i.e. by

supervised backpropagation we classify the data.

The deep model of Geoffrey Hinton involves learning the distribution of a high level

representation using successive layers of binary or real-valued latent variables. It uses a

restricted Boltzmann machine [82] to model each new layer of higher level features.
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3.1 Notes from statistical physics

Before we go deeper into the Boltzmann Machine it would be correctly to mention what is

the ground behind this techniques.

Further we remind Boltzmann distribution from statistical mechanics [49]. Let’s imagine

some mechanical system with many degrees of freedom, e.g. in statistical physics particles

of ideal gas are considered as such system. This system can be in one of the many states

with some probability pi of that state i. Some energy Ei of the whole mechanical system

corresponds to that state i.

Figure 3.1: Ensemble canonically distributed over energy, for a quantum system consisting
of one particle in a potential well: dependency of number of states, temperature and energy
of the system [89].

Then probability pi of the state i is defining as Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution in thermo-

dynamic equilibrium conditions between the mechanical system and environment which is

represented as

pi =
1

Z
exp

(
− Ei
kB · T

)
and (3.1)∑

i

pi = 1, (3.2)

where T is absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ei is some energy of the

whole mechanical system, Z is the partition (normalization) function
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Z =
∑
i

exp

(
− Ei
kB · T

)
. (3.3)

Boltzmann probability distribution (3.1) is an exponential distribution which is derived from

the Gibbs canonical distribution and canonical ensemble, for more details see statistical

mechanics [84], [49], [20].

The main theoretical facts from statistical physics about energy function [49] which

are playing the basis role in the Energy-Base learning [55], [53], [68] and will be used in

Restricted Boltzmann Machine:

1. state with low energy has more chances to appear than state with high energy;

2. when the temperature is decreasing states will appear more frequently from the small

subset of states with low energy, see Figure 3.1. That is when the temperature T

is high then particles move «more chaotically», the system has more states and can

easily move from state to state. When the temperature T is reduced number of system

states is decreasing. In ideal case system will have just one state when the temperature

T = 0.

3.2 Restricted Boltzmann Machine inference

A Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) is a generative stochastic artificial neural network

that can learn a probability distribution over its set of inputs. RBM was originally invented

under the name Harmonium by Paul Smolensky in 1986 [81]. It became very popular only

after Geoffrey Hinton and collaborators developed training algorithm for RBM [18]. It found

applications in dimensionality reduction [41], classification [51], collaborative filtering [75],

feature learning [21] and topic modeling [74].

So far, in Section 2 we consider neural networks that could learn to predict from an input

a particular target or class labels, that we have seen with Feed-forward neural network. Now

we are going to consider unsupervised RBM training that would learn something about data

based on the training input vector x, this approach extracts meaningful features from the data.

However, it can be trained in supervised way as well. RBM also allows us a leverage of the

availability of the unlabeled data. When we have small amount of labeled training set and

we also have a lot of unlabeled samples. This is called a semi-supervised learning problem.
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RBM is an undirected bipartite graphical model shown on Figure 3.2. It defines the

distribution over the input vector x (layer of visible units), it is going to model the distribution

of these training data using layer of hidden units h. Notice, for simplicity, that x and h are

binary random variables, such RBM is called Bernoulli-Bernoulli. There are also Gaussian-

Bernoulli (real valued x and binary h) and Gaussian-Gaussian (real valued x and real valued

h). Later we explain how to generalize to other types of units that might be a real value.

Figure 3.2: Restricted Boltzmann Machine topology.

In order to define the distribution of training set which involves the latent variables which

corresponds to hidden units h, let first define the Energy Function:

E (x, h) = −hTWx− cTx− bTh, (3.4)

where h ∈ {0, 1}Nh×1 is the vector of hidden units, x ∈ {0, 1}Nx×1 is the vector of visible

units, W ∈ RNh×Nx is the matrix of connection weights, c ∈ RNx×1 and b ∈ RNh×1 are the

bias vectors.

The probability of the state (x, h) with the Energy Function E(x, h) of the visible and

hidden units configuration is defined using Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution (3.1)

p (x, h) =
exp (−E (x, h))

Z
, (3.5)

where Z =
∑
x,h

e−E(x,h) is the normalization factor known as the partition function. Unfortu-

nately, partition function is intractable for RBM and later we are going to avoid its calculation

[93].

Let consider inference of the posterior probability of h given visible input x. The first
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fact to know is that the full conditional distribution factorizes. It can be written as the product

of each individual hidden unit given vector of visible units:

p (h|x) =
∏
j

p (hj|x). (3.6)

We can easily prove this

p (h|x) = p (x, h)∑̃
h

p
(
x, h̃
) =

=
exp

[
hTWx+ cTx+ bTh

]∑
h̃∈{0,1}Nh

exp
[
h̃TWx+ cTx+ bT h̃

] =

=

exp

[∑
j

hjWj,∗x+ bjhj

]
∑̃
h1

· · ·
∑̃
hNh

exp

[∑
j

h̃jWj,∗x+ bjh̃j

] =

=

∏
j

exp [hjWj,∗x+ bjhj]∑̃
h1

· · ·
∑̃
hNh

∏
j

exp
[
h̃jWj,∗x+ bjh̃j

] =

=
∏
j

exp [hjWj,∗x+ bjhj]∑
h̃j∈{0,1}

exp
[
h̃jWj,∗x+ bjh̃j

] =

=
∏
j

exp [hjWj,∗x+ bjhj]

1 + exp [bj +Wj,∗x]
=
∏
j

p (hj|x).

whereWj,∗ denotes the j-th row of matrixW . It means that all the hidden units are condition-

ally independent given the values of the visible layer. It is obvious because of the topology

of the RBM, hidden units have no connections with each other.

Remind that we consider binary hidden and visible random vectors, i.e. Bernoulli-

Bernoulli RBM. Then we can derive probability when hidden unit is equal to one given
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visible vector:

p (hj = 1|x) = 1

1 + exp [− (bj +Wj,∗x)]
=

= σlogistic (bj +Wj,∗x) , (3.7)

where Wj,∗ denotes the j-th row of matrix W . For the binary visible neurons x given h we

have similar symmetrical form of posterior probability:

p (x|h) =
∏
k

p (xk|h), (3.8)

and similarly probability when visible unit is active

p (xk = 1|h) = 1

1 + exp [− (ck + hTW∗,k)]
=

= σlogistic
(
ck + hTW∗,k

)
, (3.9)

where W∗,k means the k-th column of the matrix W . These previous results can be easily

derived.

Notice that inference for RBM hidden units (3.7) is just a sigmoid of the linear transfor-

mation and it is equal to computation of the feed-forward neural network with sigmoid unit

(2.1) no matter whether binary or real-valued inputs are used. This fact allows us to use the

weights of an RBM to initialize a feed-forward neural network with sigmoidal hidden units

[93].

3.2.1 Free energy function

Further the concept of free energy function will be considered. Let us infer the marginal

probability of the input vector x. We can write it down as sum of the probability of observing

the hidden layer with visible units through the all binary hidden vectors, i.e. we get marginal

probability distribution summing over all values of h
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p (x) =
∑

h∈{0,1}Nh

p (x, h) =
∑
h

exp [−E (x, h)]

Z
=

=

exp

[
cTx+

Nh∑
j=1

log [1 + exp (bj +Wj,∗x)]

]
Z

=

=
exp (−F (x))

Z
, (3.10)

where Wj,∗ denotes the j-th row of matrix W , F (x) is the free energy function

F (x) = − log

[∑
h

e−E(x,h)

]
. (3.11)

Equation (3.10) can be proved as:

p (x) =

∑
h∈{0,1}Nh

exp
[
hTWx+ cTx+ bTh

]
Z

=

=

exp
[
cTx
]∑
h1

· · ·
∑
hNh

exp

[∑
j

hjWj,∗x+ bjhj

]
Z

=

=

exp
[
cTx
](∑

h1

exp [h1W1,∗x+ b1h1]

)
. . .

(∑
hNh

exp [hNh
WNh,∗x+ bNh

hNh
]

)
Z

=

=
exp

[
cTx
]
(1 + exp [W1,∗x+ b1]) . . . (1 + exp [WNh,∗x+ bNh

])

Z
=

=

exp

(
cTx+

Nh∑
j=1

log [1 + exp (Wj,∗x+ bj)]

)
Z

=
exp (−F (x))

Z
. (3.12)

So, in order to maximize the probability of the input training x in (3.12) we need to find such

rows of weight matrix Wj,∗ and bias bj that will well align together with that x, i.e. represent

meaningful features.
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3.3 Contrastive Divergence

After we defined all needed terms and notations for restricted Boltzmann machine, further

we consider its training algorithm known as contrastive divergence [39]. In order to train the

RBM parameters we minimize the negative log-likelihood loss function (NLL)

JNLL (W, b, c;x) =
1

T

∑
t

− log p
(
x(t)
)
, (3.13)

where x(t) is the t-th sample from training set. For this purpose the stochastic gradient

descent is used. For the stochastic gradient descent the general form of derivative of the loss

function is derived in [19]

∇θJNLL
(
W, b, c;x(t)

)
=
∂ − log p

(
x(t)
)

∂θ
=

= Eh

[
∂E
(
x(t), h

)
∂θ

∣∣∣∣∣x(t)
]
− Ex,h

[
∂E (x, h)

∂θ

]
, (3.14)

where θ is some model parameters.

The first term in the partial derivative (3.14) is called positive phase and depends on the

observation x(t). This is expectation over the hidden values h of the partial derivative of the

energy function with respect to the model parameters given observation x(t). The second

term in the (3.14) is called negative phase depends explicitly only on the model. This is the

expectation over x and h of the partial derivative of the energy function.

The issue here is that the negative phase is intractable, the reason is that we have the

exponential summation on both x and h. Therefore, the negative phase term is going to

be approximated by a point estimate to perform the stochastic gradient efficiently. In or-

der to approximate the formula (3.14) without heavy explicit computations the contrastive

divergence algorithm was developed [40]. The idea of the algorithm consists of the three

components.

Firstly, the expectation in the negative phase Ex,h will be replaced by a point estimate

at a single observation x̃. So if we have that point estimate then we can do the expectation

over the h and find the value of derivation of the loss function (3.14). It says that we do
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Monte-Carlo estimation of the expectation with the single data point.

Secondly, we obtain that x̃ by Gibbs sampling from the model distribution. For RBM,

Gibbs sampling is efficient technique, because of its topology. Units in visible layer are

conditionally independent with each other and the same in the hidden layer. Then we sample

all the values in the layer in parallel given the values of the opposite layer and then just

alternate between each layer, see Figure 3.3.

The last idea is that we start our Gibbs sampling by initializing the input layer by ob-

servable training samples x(t). In practice we do not do Gibbs sampling for a lot iterations,

already two or three iterations gives close enough approximation [39].

Figure 3.3: Contrastive divergence schema [50].

On the Figure 3.3 it is shown that during training we take the observation x(t) and set

it as a values for the visible layer. Then we sample all the hidden units values condition

on observing the particular training sample, i.e. from the distribution p(h|x(t)). Notice that

all hidden units are conditionally independent and has a Bernoulli distribution, so for each

neuron we can compute p(hj = 1|x(t)) by equation (3.7). To obtain a sample from that

distribution we can sample using uniform distribution U [0, 1] and check the rule of sampling:

p(hj = 1|x(t)) > U [0, 1], (3.15)

i.e. we have identity function if that sampled value is smaller then the probability value then

the value of hidden unit hj is set to 1, otherwise 0.

So, we sampled each hidden units conditioned on the observable values. Then we are

going to reconstruct the visible layer by sampling from the distribution p(x|h) given values

of the hidden layer which we got on the previous step. Therefore, we get x1 and so on and so

forth. We continue to iterate Gibbs sampling for k steps. After k steps the negative sample
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is approximated as x̃ = xk, which will be used to approximate the negative phase of the loss

function gradient.

Further we will explain the visual intuition of the contrastive divergence. So, we get

training example x(t) and in the positive phase from the gradient (3.14) the expectation Eh
was estimated just by Gibbs sampling h ∼ p(h|x(t)), and we called the result of sampling as

h̃(t)

Eh

[
∂E
(
x(t), h

)
∂θ

∣∣∣∣∣x(t)
]
≈
∂E
(
x(t), h̃(t)

)
∂θ

. (3.16)

Similarly in the negative phase from the gradient (3.14) expectation Ex,h is approximated at

x̃ and h̃ (after k steps of Gibbs sampling)

Ex,h

[
∂E (x, h)

∂θ

]
≈
∂E
(
x̃, h̃
)

∂θ
, (3.17)

where h̃ is the result of sampling h̃ ∼ p(h|x̃).

Figure 3.4: Contrastive divergence energy function [50].

Visually the training process can be presented as Figure 3.4. It says that we should

decrease the energy at the training observation
(
x(t), h̃(t)

)
and increase at the state

(
x̃, h̃
)

.

It is because the low energy values corresponds to high probability. This means that we are

going to increase the probability of state
(
x(t), h̃(t)

)
and at the same time decrease at

(
x̃, h̃
)

.

For example, if we have image of digit as the training sample (see Figure 3.5) then we are

going to increase probability of observing the particular digit at the model state
(
x(t), h̃(t)

)
,

and at the begining the RBM is initialised randomly from the binary uniform distribution,
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Figure 3.5: Contrastive divergence probability function [50].

it is really look like noise. As we continue training our model by sampling, the gradient

becomes smaller because the sampled value x̃ becomes more similar to train sample x(t).

Intuitively what is the contrastive divergence doing is that it is decreasing the energy for

the sampled values that look like training examples and increasing the energy of the nosy

samples produced by the model and we keep doing the sampling until the RBM produce the

sample x̃ which is similar to the example from the training set x(t). During this sampling our

model parameters matrix of weights W and biases b and c are tuning.

Further, lets derive the update rule for RBM model parameters. In order to obtain the

derivation of the loss function (3.14) the derivation ∂E(x,h)
∂θ

for θ = wjk will obtained as

∂E (x, h)

∂wjk
=

∂

∂wjk

(
−
∑
jk

wjkhjxk −
∑
k

ckxk −
∑
j

bjhj

)
=

= − ∂

∂wjk

∑
jk

wjkhjxk = −hjxk, (3.18)

and in matrix form we get

∇WE (x, h) = −hxT . (3.19)

If we consider the expectation with respect to h conditioned on any given training sample x

and take into account the previous derivation (3.19)
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Eh

[
∂E (x, h)

∂wjk

∣∣∣∣x] = Eh [−hjxk|x] =
∑

hj∈{0,1}

−hjxkp (hj|x) =

= −xkp (hj = 1|x) , (3.20)

where if we define h(x) as

h (x)
def
=


p (h1 = 1|x)

· · ·
p (hNh

= 1|x)

 = σ (b+Wx) , (3.21)

then (3.20) in matrix form

Eh [∇WE (x, h)|x] = −h (x)xT . (3.22)

If we put everything together we will get the updating rule for weight matrix [10]. For

given training sample x(t) and k-steps Gibbs sampled vector x̃ the learning rule for weight

parameters θ = W becomes

W := W − α · ∇W

(
− log p

(
x(t)
))

=

where α is a learning rate, using equation (3.14)

= W − α
(
Eh
[
∇WE

(
x(t), h

)∣∣x(t)]− Ex,h [∇WE (x, h)]
)
=

using positive and negative point estimates (3.16) and (3.17)

= W − α
(
Eh
[
∇WE

(
x(t), h

)∣∣x(t)]− Eh [∇WE (x̃, h)| x̃]
)
=

using (3.19) and (3.22)

= W + α
(
h
(
x(t)
)
x(t)

T

− h (x̃) x̃T
)
. (3.23)

Similarly updating rule for biases b and c can be derived, see details in [10], [33].
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The general pseudo code for contrastive divergence is presented in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Contrastive divergence (CD1) [10]
This is RBM algorithm for Bernoulli-Bernoulli units. It can easily adapted to other types of

units.
Input: x(t) – training sample;

α – learning rate;
Output: matrix of weights W and biases b, c;

1: repeat
2: randomly choose x(t);
3: Generate x̃: Gibbs sampling k = 1 steps starting from x(t);

• compute p(h|x(t)) using (3.21);
• sample h(0) ∈ {0, 1}Nh from p(h|x(t));
• compute p(x|h(0)) using (3.9);
• sample x̃ = x(1) ∈ {0, 1}Nx from p(x|h(0));

4: compute h(x̃) using (3.21);
5: update parameters:

W := W + α
(
h(0)x(t)

T

− h (x̃) x̃T
)
; (3.24)

b := b+ α
(
h(0) − h (x̃)

)
; (3.25)

c := c+ α
(
x(t) − x̃

)
; (3.26)

6: until stopping criteria;

Notes on Contrastive Divergence. Usually for contrastive divergence contraction CDk is

used, it means that k iterations of Gibbs sampling was used. In general the bigger k is, the

less biased the gradient estimation will be and close to the model expectation. In practice

k = 1 is enough in such problems as feature extraction or neural networks pre-training [10].
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CHAPTER 4

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) firstly were applied for computer vision problems.

CNN were specifically designed and adapted for image recognition problems [13, 12]. One

of the issues in computer vision is that 2D image has very high-dimensional inputs (e.g.

150 × 150 pixels = 22500 inputs for gray scale or 3 × 22500 if RGB pixels). If “fully

connected” network (all the hidden units are connected to all the input units) was used it

would be computationally unfeasible to learn features on the entire image. On top of that,

we would get a lot of redundant information and parameters, hence, it is easy to overfit

[13, 46].

In computer vision there is a problem of dimensionality reduction of image, in order to

solve this problem the 2D spatial topology of pixels is exploited (or 3D for video data). Also

the invariances to certain distortions (translations, illumination, etc.) is taken into account

and should not affect the result of recognition but generalize the input features. CNN found

successful application in automatic speech recognition (ASR) as well [2, 3, 73, 72], because

of the series of properties such as local connectivity, parameter sharing and pooling [33].

First, let us define a convolution operation with basic definitions and then we will present

some properties of CNN which are utilized in ASR.

Discrete convolution of two functions x and w which are defined only on integer mo-

ments t can be defined as in [12]

s [t] = (x ∗ w) (t) =
F∑
n=1

x [n]w [t− n], (4.1)
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where in convolutional network terms the first argument (function x) is referred as the input

(or input feature map), the function w as the kernel (or filter function) and F is the filter size.

The filter function is an array of learn-able parameters (weights), and it is much smaller than

the input signal x. The output s is called output feature map. Usually, convolution operation

used in CNN does not correspond precisely to the definition of convolution as used in pure

mathematics [15].

The key idea for understanding and designing of CNN is that convolutional networks are

simple networks that use convolution operation in place of general multiplication [2]. CNN

can be represented as a matrix multiplication with special sparse structure (see next section).

This matrix is composed of kernel elements w from (4.1), where each row of the matrix

is equal to the row above shifted by one (or several) element. This is known as a Toeplitz

matrix [7]. Thus, any neural network algorithm that works with matrix multiplication and

does not depend on specific properties of the matrix structure should work with convolution

[12]. That is why we can easily apply same backpropagation algorithm for training CNN,

representing it in matrix form first to infer the algorithm.

4.1 Properties

In this section we focus on the three fundamental properties of Convolutional Neural Net-

work, these are local (sparse) connectivity, parameter sharing and pooling (subsampling)

hidden units.

Local connectivity. In general case of conventional feed-forward neural network we have

fully connected interactions, i.e. each unit of hidden layer is connected with each input unit.

Convolutional networks have sparse (or local) interactions. This is accomplished by making

the kernel smaller then the input feature vector. That is the every unit of the higher layer

is computed at a particular position of the sliding window and depends upon features of the

local region that the window currently looks upon. Thus, we need to store less parameters, it

reduces the memory requirements of the model and improves the computation speed [3]. The

convolution of the filter (kernel) with the input signal is demonstrated in the Figure 4.1. For

every output unit in the convolution feature map the filter is considering only local limited

number of the units from the previous layer, e.g. three adjacent units.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram to demonstrate the local connectivity property of convolution layer
with filter of size three, connections of the same line style are sharing the same weight. The
output layer is the convolution feature map generated by this filter [3].

Weights sharing. Weights (or parameters) sharing in CNN means that rather than training a

separate set of parameters for every location of the kernel, we train only one set. In the Figure

4.1, connections of the same type of lines are restricted to always have the same weight.

We can achieve this by initializing all the connections in a group with identical weights

and by always averaging the weight updates of a group before applying them at the end of

each iteration. Benefits of the weights sharing in ASR are the next: it can improve model

robustness and reduce overfitting, because each weight is learned from multiple frequency

bands in the input instead of just from one single location [46].

Pooling. Pooling or subsampling usually is applied to convolution feature maps after con-

volution operation on input signal. Each map from the convolutional layer is subsampled

typically with mean or max pooling over p× p contiguous regions. That is pooling replaces

the local number of units with one summary statistic of nearby outputs. Pooling operation

makes the representation becomes invariant to small translations of the input, i.e. introduce

invariance to local translations and distortions. Another property of pooling is that it reduces

the number of hidden units in hidden layers, i.e. reduces dimensionality of the convolution

feature maps. Pooling property improves speech recognition performance. It makes CNN

more robust to slight formant shifts at a local frequency region due to speaker or speaking

style variation [46].
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4.2 Network architecture

In Figure 4.2, a CNN consists of three types of layers, these are convolutional layers, pooling

layers and fully-connected layers. In a convolution layer, each neuron takes inputs from a

small rectangular section of the previous layer, multiplying those local inputs against the

weight matrix, or convolution kernel, W . The weight matrix will be replicated across the

entire input space to detect a specific kind of local pattern. All neurons in convolution layer

which are share the same weights compose a feature map. Convolution layer consists of

many feature maps produced by different weight filters to extract multiple kinds of local

patterns at every location. The number of feature maps exactly correspond to the number of

local weight filters used in convolutional mapping [46].

After convolutional layer the next layer is pooling. The pooling layer takes local region

of units from the previous layer and down-sample that region to get a single output signal

from that region. Usually it is used max-pooling operation, which takes maximal value

from local region. Therefore, this operation reduces the dimension of the feature maps from

the convolutional layer (see Figure 4.2). Finally, after series of one or more convolutional-

pooling building blocks the fully-connected hidden layers continue the CNN architecture.

The output signal from the CNN is produced by the softmax or sigmoid output layer [93]. So

far we described the principal architecture of CNN. Further in this section we will consider

CNN components in more detail.

Organizing input features to the CNN. In this research we use log-Mel filter-bank fea-

tures (MFSC) [2] extracted from each speech frame, along with their first and second deriva-

tives [2]. The conventional MFCC features are not suitable here because the discrete cosine

transformation produce decorrelated basis. Therefore, MFCC may not maintain locality in

both axes of frequency and time [3, 2, 46].

There exist several different alternatives for organizing these vectors of filter-banks into

input feature maps for the CNN [2, 3]. In this work we consider feature organization for

1-D Convolutional Neural Networks with convolution only along the frequency axis of the

filter-bank spectrogram [2]. Most recent works show that shift-invariance in frequency is

more important than shift-invariance in time [46]. In Figure 4.3 feature vectors organized as

a 1-D input feature maps for the CNN, convolution operation is applied to these maps.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the CNN architecture with one convolution, pooling and fully-
connected hidden layers [2].

Figure 4.3: Example of CNN input feature organization. It is composed as 1-D feature
maps from context window of 15 frames, each having 40 dimensions and first and second
derivatives [2].

Convolution and Pooling mapping. If one dimensional input feature maps Oi (i = 1, I ,

in Figure 4.3 I = 45) are used then the convolution operation can be written in matrix form
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using 1-D convolution mapping ∗, and it produces convolutional feature maps Qj(j = 1, J),

[2]:

Qj = σ

(
I∑
i=1

Oi ∗wi,j

)
, j = 1, J, (4.2)

where wi,j is local weight matrix (kernel), see Figure 4.4. Note that the number of feature

maps Qj in the convolution layer is corresponding to the number of weight matrices wi,j . In

practice, we will constrain many of these weight matrices to be identical. In other words,

the single feature map Qj is produced by convolving all input maps Oi with the same kernel

wi,j .

Figure 4.4: An illustration of one CNN «layer» consisting of a pair of a convolutional and
pooling layers in succession, where mapping from input layer to a convolutional is based on
eq. (4.2) and mapping from a convolution ply to a pooling ply is based on eq. (4.3) [2].

The max-pooling mapping can be written as in [2]

pj,m =
G

max
n=1

qj,(m−1)×s+n, (4.3)

whereG is the pooling size, s is the shift size and pj,m is them-th unit of the j pooling feature

map. The pooling function is applied to every convolution map independently and consider

local region of units, the size of that region is called pooling size.

After pooling operation neural network has the same number of feature maps as the num-

ber of feature maps in its convolution layer, but each map is smaller. The purpose of the pool-

ing is to reduce the resolution of feature maps. After a sequence of convolutional-pooling

blocks signal comes to usual fully-connected feed-forward neural network. For training the
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whole Convolutional Neural Network the backpropagation algorithm can be applied [2].
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CHAPTER 5

Deep Neural Network Pre-training

5.1 Motivation for deepness

There are several hypothesis that encouraged scientists to consider neural networks to be

multilayers and have deep topology. As it was mentioned earlier in Chapter 2 that scientists

were inspired by neurophysiology in order to develop artificial neural networks, they went

further. It was proved in biology that there are many types of neurons in brain and all of

them are not chaotically connected but organize some groups and neural ensembles [35],

[16]. These neural ensembles form some levels of abstraction from primitive on the input

sensors to high levels when signal spreads further. They utilize this idea in mathematical

models of deep neural networks, see Figure 5.1.

The universal approximation theorem (Theorem 1) does not say about number of hidden

layers or units. There was the question it is better to train one layer network with many

units or deep network with less units. More formal mathematical motivation for deepness

of neural networks was proved by Y. Bengio in [10]. He showed that k + 1 - layer nets

can easily represent what a k - layer net can represent, whereas the converse is not true, i.e.

deeper networks have more generalization capacity.

Therefore, scientists were motivated to have deep topologies, but there were no training

algorithm for them. Experiments showed that training deep architectures is more difficult

than training shallow networks [11, 26]. It was suggested that supervised gradient-based

training of deep multi-layer neural networks, starting from random weights initialization,

gets stuck in local minima or plateaus [10]. When architecture gets deeper the vanishing
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Figure 5.1: Layers of deep neural network as a levels of brain abstractions [23]. According
to natural brain model of visual system the next neural layer learns new level of abstractions
(e.g. dots→ dashes→ surface and lines→ objects).

gradient problem brings difficulties to obtain solution.

However, it was revealed that much better results could be archived when pre-training

each layer one by one with an unsupervised learning algorithm [40] such as the RBM gen-

erative model. After having initialized a number of layers, the whole neural network can

be fine-tuned with respect to a supervised training approach as usual. The advantage of

unsupervised pre-training versus random initialization was demonstrated in [11, 69, 86].

5.2 Deep Belief Network pre-training

In this paragraph we will see how Restricted Boltzmann Machines played important role for

whole Deep Learning [40]. Deep Belief Networks is the method which lies in the origin of

the unsupervised layer-wise pre-training for deep feed-forward networks that we have seen

before. DBN is a hybrid generative model that mixes undirected and directed connections

between units which constitute the network [40], [37].

On the Figure 5.2 example topology of DBN is presented. It has three hidden layers

marked as h and visible x. It has undirected connections between h(3) and h(2) layers and

directed between others. In DBN topology, the top two layers will always form Restricted

Boltzmann Machine network. In other words in our example the distribution p
(
h(2), h(3)

)
is

defined by RBM with undirected connections.
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Figure 5.2: Example of Deep Belief Network topology with three hidden layers.

Other layers form a Bayesian network instead with top-down directed interactions. Specif-

ically the conditional distributions of the units in these layers given the layer above is going

to take this form

p
(
h
(1)
j = 1

∣∣∣h(2)) = σ
(
b(1) +W (2)Th(2)

)
, (5.1)

p
(
x
(1)
j = 1

∣∣∣h(1)) = σ
(
b(0) +W (1)Th(1)

)
. (5.2)

So this corresponds to the probabilistic model associated with the logistic regression model.

That is the probability of the hidden unit h(1)j or visible unit x(1)j , which are supposed to be

equal to one, is a sigmoid applied to linear transformation of the layer above. When we have

units that interact in this way we call such a model Sigmoid Believe Network (SBN) [40].

So the Deep Belief Network is a model the top two layers form an RBM while the bottom

layers form a SBN and units are not connected with each other in one layer, only neighbor

layers are connected. In order to generate data from the DBN (see example in [36]) we would

need to do Gibbs sampling between the top two layers in the RBM for the very long time.

Once we have converge to an equilibrium distribution and h(2) is sampled from its the actual

prior distribution p
(
h(2), h(3)

)
.

Then from h(2) we would directly generate h(1) using stochastic equations (5.1) and from

h(1) we would generate directly x using (5.2). That would give us an observation or a sample
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from the input layer x from a Deep Belief Network. It is a generative process associated with

DBN.

Notice that DBN is not a feed-forward network. Sometimes in a literature they say

«stacked RBMs are a deep belief network». If we would do that, i.e. just stacking the RBMs

and initialize a feed-forward network, we do not call this network as a deep belief network.

We would call it as unsupervised RBMs’ pre-training for feed-forward network. The DBN

is a specific model where the hidden units are stochastic and binaries and the topology is as

RBM-SBN, as it was said above.

The probabilistic model of DBN is the next the joint distribution over the input and three

hidden layers (for our example of three hidden layers)

p
(
x, h(1), h(2), h(3)

)
= p

(
h(2), h(3)

)
p
(
h(1)
∣∣h(2)) p (x|h(1)) , (5.3)

where the prier probability of h(2) and h(3) has form

p
(
h(2), h(3)

)
= exp

(
h(2)

T

W (3)h(3) + b(2)
T

h(2) + b(3)
T

h(3)
)/

Z, (5.4)

which is exactly an RBM probability function (3.5).

The probability of h(1) given h(2) is the part of the sigmoid belief network

p
(
h(1)
∣∣h(2)) =∏

j

p
(
h
(1)
j

∣∣∣h(2)). (5.5)

Finally, we get x sampled from layer h(1)

p
(
x|h(1)

)
=
∏
i

p
(
xi|h(1)

)
. (5.6)

The main fact here is that training the DBN is a hard computational problem [38]. It

turns out that a good initialization plays a crucial role on the quality of results. This is in fact

how greedy layer-wise pre-training [40] approach was developed as a way of initialization

better parameters for deep belief network. After that it was noticed that we can use same

initialization to improve training of the feed-forward neural networks. So, this is how the

idea of stacking of RBMs for pre-training came from that problem described above.
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The idea for the initialization procedure is that in order to train three hidden layer DBN

we will start from one hidden layer DBN. One hidden layer DBN is just an RBM part of

DBN (see Figure 5.3), because we take top two layers and there are no sigmoid belief layers.

Figure 5.3: Pre-training procedure of Deep Belief Network: starts from top RBM (left
figure), then add one by one sigmoid belief layers (central and right images) [50].

After training one hidden layer DBN we use its weights for initialization of sigmoid part

of two hidden layer DBN (Figure 5.3, central image). In two hidden layer DBN we train

again RBM part only with fixed weights for directed connections. The same idea is applied

for three hidden layers DBN, initialize and fix low part and train only top two layer RBM.

After that pre-training procedure we are doing fine-tuning.

The formal idea is that when we train one hidden layer DBN (RBM) we have a model

p (x) =
∑
h(1)

p
(
x, h(1)

)
, (5.7)

which is a marginalization of the hidden layer, which is defined by an RBM.

The part p(x, h(1)) we can represent as

p
(
x, h(1)

)
= p

(
x|h(1)

)
p(h(1)) = p

(
x|h(1)

)∑
h(2)

p
(
h(1), h(2)

)
, (5.8)

when we are passing from one hidden layer to two hidden layers we fix parameters of the

p
(
x|h(1)

)
part and train the prier part p(h(1)). For p(h(1)) we use new RBM which repre-

sented as a probability marginalized over h(2).
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Then we repeat this procedure for three hidden layers DBN and represent p
(
h(1), h(2)

)
as

p
(
h(1), h(2)

)
= p

(
h(1)
∣∣h(2)) p (h(2)) = p

(
h(1)
∣∣h(2))∑

h(3)

p
(
h(2), h(3)

)
. (5.9)

This is basic idea behind stacking of RBMs in the context of the Deep Belief Networks.

In general, procedure of RBMs stacking can be repeated as many time as needed. It pro-

duces many layers of non-linear feature detectors that represent progressively more complex

statistical structure in the data. That is it was noticed that RBMs layer sequence describes

different abstraction levels from primitive to more structured.

5.3 Fine-tunning

Stacking of RBMs (or greedy layer-wise) pre-training gives just good first estimation (start-

ing point) for further fine-tunning. For fine-tunning after pre-training they usually use the

Up-Down algorithm for generative models [40] (as Deep Belief Networks) or backpropaga-

tion for discriminative training.

Notice: unfortunately, a deep neural network that is pre-trained generatively as a Deep

Belief Network, using stack of RBMs, is often still called a Deep Belief Network in the liter-

ature, for clarity see [42, 24]. Technically, it is just the same pre-training approach which

is applied for initializing weights of feed-forward network and there is nothing else general

with DBN. For clarity they call such a pre-trained networks as DBN-DNN [42].

In this work we are applying discriminative backpropagation fine-tunning. Thus after

pre-training a stack of RBMs, we «forget about the whole probabilistic framework» and use

the generative weights as initialization for deterministic feed-forward multilayer perceptron

(MLP) [42]. On the Figure 5.4 you can see that connections of multilayer perceptron has

reversed direction and on top of that we add final softmax layer and train the whole DNN

discriminatively. In this work, instead of softmax layer we will use sigmoid layer and mean

square error rate loss function.
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Figure 5.4: Three stacked RBMs on the left figure are used as initialization for feed-forward
neural network (or so called DBN-DNN) with three hidden layers. As output layer it could
be softmax or layer with sigmoid units that output signals one per each attribute label. The
DBN-DNN is then discriminatively fine-tuned by backpropagation to predict the attribute
label.
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CHAPTER 6

Application Neural Networks for Attribute Detection

Speech attributes in natural speech are composed of overlapping several sound events. It

means that several attributes may occur at the same time [56, 59, 80]. The goal of this work

is to train system which is able to detect every attribute event occuring at any instance of the

speech recordings. In this chapter we present frame-based data-driven techniques for speech

attributes detection.

The system is implemented using two independent deep neural networks. One of the

DNN is for modeling Manner attributes and other is for Place attribute detectors. Moreover

for place and manner attributes we investigate two types of deep neural networks, these are

DBN-DNN and CNN. We tried to optimize these for the corpora and task by varying number

of hidden units and hidden layers and define the best topology.

6.1 System Overview

The problem of the attribute extraction from the speech can be treated as a multi-label de-

tection [65, 94]. Here multi-label task means that each attribute example can be associated

with multiple labels (classes). Therefore, if the size of the label set is N , multi-label detector

can associate an example with 2N different label vectors in general case. The Detection task

means that we measure probability (or score) that observation belongs to the attribute class.

This task is formally described as the automatic speech attribute transcription (ASAT)

framework [56]. It is bottom-up detection-based framework, where speech attributes are
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extracted using data-driven modeling techniques. The goal of each detector is to analyze a

speech segment and produce a confidence score or posterior probability that pertains to some

acoustic-phonetic attribute. Attributes should be stochastic in nature. Each attribute detector

should output probabilities of target class i, non-target and noise model, given a speech frame

f : p
(
H

(i)
target

∣∣∣ f), p
(
H

(i)
anti

∣∣∣ f) and p
(
H

(i)
noise

∣∣∣ f). All these probabilities sum up to one, see

Figure 6.1.

On this earlier front-end stage of the system we do not need hard decisions from the

attribute detectors because of two reasons. First reason, these detectors’ outputs will form a

new feature vector x by concatenating each of these posterior probabilities from each target

classes (7 for manners or 11 for places)[56]. These posterior vectors may be utilized then

as a high level features in other components of the system. The second reason, it shifts the

responsibility for making decisions on other components which may effectively adjust the

risk parameters and introduce additional information for decision making [32].

The first naive idea to solve a multi-label detection problem could be to decompose it

into multiple single-label multi-class detection problems, i.e. train detectors to associate each

learning example with one of the labels [94]. A network can be trained for each possible class

and the results can be combined to get multi-label detection results. However, this method

ignores the correlation between the classes and therefore has weak expressive power [94].

In the previous works [56, 79, 80] for speech attribute extraction it was proposed a possi-

ble implementation of the ASAT framework, see Figure 6.1. It consists of two main blocks:

1) a bank of attribute detectors that can produce detection result in terms of confidence score;

and 2) an evidence merger that combines low-level events into high-level evidence, such as

phone posteriors. Then append module stacks together the outputs delivered by the detec-

tors and generate a supervector of attribute detection scores. Every attribute detector was

trained using shallow artificial neural networks (ANNs) with cross-entropy cost function and

soft-max output layer, hence, simulate the posterior probabilities given the speech frame.

Recently in paper [32] it was proposed promising idea of using cutting edge Deep Neu-

ral Network (DNN pre-trained with stack of RBMs) for attribute detectors modeling. All

attribute detectors are trained using single DNN and output posterior probability vector af-

ter softmax layer, this vector represents all probabilities to be assigned to attribute classes.

This model is limited because it outputs posterior probability not per each attribute detector

independently for three hypothesis (target, non-target and noise), but it assigns the maximal

probability for one class against others, i.e. it represents single-label detector. However, even
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Figure 6.1: Previous attribute detectors’ system architecture described in [56]. Every at-
tribute implemented as an artificial neural networks, the outputs are posterior probabilities
of a target class i, non-target and noise model, given a speech frame f : p

(
H

(i)
target

∣∣∣ f),

p
(
H

(i)
anti

∣∣∣ f) and p
(
H

(i)
noise

∣∣∣ f). All these probabilities sum up to one.

such a limited model has improved results in Foreign Accent Recognition problem [32].

In this research we represent extended idea of the previous work. Here we also use

single DNN which model all attribute detectors and produce detection result in terms of a

confidence score. We archive that replacing Cross-entropy cost function with Mean Square

Error function (MSE), the output soft-max layer is replaced with sigmoid layer. As a re-

sult in our proposed system the output scores are not probabilities, but some «posterior»

scores which measure the appearance of each attribute independently: s(Nasals|O(t)),
s(Fricatives|O(t)), e.t.c. These scores are in range [0, 1] and produced by the sigmoid

units in the output layer of neural network.

In training phase input vector for the DNNs is the concatenated context of speech frames,

see Section 6.3. The target output label vector is a binary vector which determined by the

manual annotation from OGI dataset (see Section 7.1), its dimension is equal to the number

of attribute classes (Manner or Place attributes). If an attribute is annotated as present in

data transcription then the corresponding attribute class is marked with 1 in the target output

vector, otherwise it is marked with 0. During training the output sigmoid units tried to fit the
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target label vector using MSE cost function. In testing phase the data is forwarded trough the

DNN and produce the confidence scores on the output layer. Thus multi-label detection was

solved. These raw output sigmoid scores are directly utilized further in other blocks of the

system, however these could be calibrated as discussed in [17].

6.2 Speech Feature Extraction

It is conventional in pattern recognition that before training any speech model we need to

make a signal preprocessing, extract mostly representative features and reduce the dimen-

sionality to increase computational performance [14]. Such a features are usually represented

in time-frequency space.

Here for Neural Networks we extract speech feature vectors of mean-normalized log-

filter banks: their static, first and second order derivatives [2], [32]. For extracting log-filter

banks it is needed to accomplish usual chain of signal processing. The feature vector was

extracted from 25ms sliding window with 10ms shifting using Hamming windowing. After

that we apply discrete Fourier transformation on every frame and, finally, logarithm of mel-

scale filter bank is applied to power spectrum. Typically, filter banks of 15 to 45 filters are

applied to cover the whole frequency range. For DBN-DNN 15 filters were applied, but for

CNN 40 filter banks were extracted.

Often in recent literature about DNNs [2, 73, 46] authors directly use log mel-frequency

spectral coefficients (filter banks) without a decorrelating discrete cosine transformation

(DCTs), it produces an artifacts on the decorrelated mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)

[2]. Also as it was noticed in Section 4.2, filter bank features after DCT projection may not

maintain locality nor along the frequency neither time axis.

Figure 6.2: Spectrogram of log-filter bank features (15 filters are applied).
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6.3 System Settings

We investigate two types of neural networks to solve the problem of attribute detection.

The first Deep Network is simple Feed-Forward neural network using Restricted Boltzmann

Machine pre-training (context-dependent DBN-DNN, see Chapter 3), the second is Convo-

lutional Neural Network. All experiments are conducted under the context-dependent DNN

to extract attribute scores per speech frame

6.3.1 DBN-DNN topology

The input feature vector for DBN-DNN is a 45-dimension mean-normalized log-filter bank

features with up to second-order derivatives and a context window of 11 frames, forming

an input vector of 495-dimension (45 × 11). The number of output classes are equal to 7

for manner, and 11 for place. Indeed, the «other» output class is added to both DNN to

handle possible unlabelled frames. DNN topologies with 512 and 1024 number of units

were studied, number of hidden layers is varying from 1 up to 10 (in total 20 DBN-DNN

topologies).

All DBN-DNN topologies are initialized with the stacked Restricted Boltzmann ma-

chines using layer by layer generative pre-training, as it was described in Section 5.2. The

pre-training algorithm is Contrastive Divergence with 1-step of Markov Chain Monte Carlo

sampling (CD-1). The first RBM has Gaussian-Bernoulli units and trained with initial learn-

ing rate of 0.01. The following RBMs have Bernoulli-Bernoulli units and a learning rate of

0.4.

After pre-training the weights and stacking all the layers, the final output Sigmoid layer

was concatenated with the DNN (see Figure 6.3). The number of output units corresponds

to the number of classes (manner or place), these are producing the attribute output scores.

The fine-tunning for final weights training is done by mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Decent

with learning rate of 0.0008. Mini-batch size is equal to 128 observations. The Mean Square

Error objective function was optimized during fine-tunning. In the DNN all Sigmoid hidden

units were used. Notice, all settings and parameters are conventional in speech community

[42]. During training we did not use momentum or regularization, all training parameter

were tracked using RBM guideline by G. Hinton [43].
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Figure 6.3: DBN-DNN topology settings.

6.3.2 Convolutional Neural Networks topology

As shown in Figure 6.4, a 1-D CNN topology, which was trained to detect manner or place

attributes, takes input feature maps. These feature maps are organized (as in Figure 4.3)

from 40-dimensional log-Mel filter bank features and their first and second-order derivatives,

context window is size of 11 frames. In total 3 × 11 = 33 input feature maps to which we

apply 1-D convolution mapping along the frequency axis. The CNN consists of convolutional

layer and max-pooling layer, then from 1 up to 10 fully-connected hidden layers each of them

has 512 or 1024 sigmoid units.

Similar to the DBN-DNN settings in case of the CNN we optimize Mean Square Error

cost function. Output layer has sigmoid units and produces sigmoid output «posterior» scores

for every attribute (7 for manner or 11 for place) per each speech frame.

Convolutional layer in the CNN has 128 feature maps, each of which has size of 33

frequency bands, i.e. these are produced by convolving each input feature map with the filter

size of 8 (1 + (40 − 8) = 33). After that max-pooling layer outputs the maximum values

over a non-overlapping window covering the outputs of every three frequency bands in each

feature map (i.e. pooling size is 3), down-sampling the overall convolutional layer output to

three times smaller. Then the output of the max-pooling layer are fed to the fully-connected

feed-forward part of the CNN. This CNN architecture follows conventional configurations

used in the speech community [73, 46].
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Figure 6.4: Convolutional Neural Network topology settings [46].
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CHAPTER 7

Experiments and Results

7.1 Dataset

In all experiments the «stories» part of the OGI Multi-language telephone speech corpus

[64] was used to train the attribute detectors. This corpus has phoneme transcriptions (with

its start and end time in the recordings) for six languages: English, German, Hindi, Japanese,

Mandarin, and Spanish. Data from each language were pooled together to obtain around 6

hours of training, 2.5 hours of test and 0.5 hours of cross validation (cv) datasets. Sample

rate is 8kHz.

In this work it was used 7 manner of articulation classes: fricative, glide, nasal, silence,

stop, voiced, vowel; and 10 place of articulation classes: coronal, dental, glottal, high,

labial, low, mid, palatal, silence, and velar [80]. Additional class of «other» was added in

manner and place, representing any noise or unknown sound events.

Speech attributes can be obtained for a particular language and shared across many dif-

ferent languages, and they can thereby be used to derive a universal set of speech units.

Furthermore, data sharing across languages at the attribute level is naturally facilitated by

the nature of these classes as shown in [77].

In [78], the authors have demonstrated that manner and place of articulation attributes

can compactly characterise any spoken language along the same lines as in the automatic

speech attribute transcription (ASAT) paradigm for ASR [56]. Furthermore, it was shown

that off-the-shelf data-driven attribute detectors built to address automatic language iden-
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Figure 7.1: Distribution manner of articulation observations in training/test/cv data sets.

Figure 7.2: Distribution place of articulation observations in training/test/cv data sets.
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tification tasks [80] can be exploited without either acoustic adaptation or re-training for

characterising speaker accents never observed before [8].

As it was mentioned above the OGI corpus has phoneme transcriptions. In order to train

attribute detectors the manner or place transcription were needed, these were obtained from

the phoneme transcriptions. We mapped phoneme transcription into corresponding manner

or place attributes transcription using mapping tables (Appendix A and B) across all of the

languages.

Whenever one phoneme belongs to several attribute classes at the same time we get

multiple attribute labels, which names are splitted with underscore (e.g. «fric_voiced»). In

other words, it means that these attributes are occurring simultaneously in the speech, and

in training target label vector these will be marked with 1 (e.g. for manner of articulation

«fric_voiced» will be [10000010] target vector). In testing phase, thanks to sigmoid output

layer in neural networks, we can get individual scores in range of (0, 1) which may assign

any input observation to multiple attribute classes, as it was discussed in Section 6.1.

Corresponding statistics of the OGI dataset are shown on Figure 7.1 and 7.2. It rep-

resents distribution of manner and place observations. Single-label as well as multi-label

observations are shown.

7.2 Performance measure

Visual inspection of the detection error tradeoff (DET) curves [60] and equal error rate

(EER) are commonly used evaluation tools for assessing the performance of the models.

DET graph shows the tradeoff between two error types: missed detections and false alarm

for different values of the threshold, using standard normal deviate axis scale. When there

is a tradeoff of error types, a single performance number is inadequate to represent the capa-

bilities of a system. Such a system has many operating points, and is best represented by a

performance curve [60]. The Equal Error Rate (EER) measure is used to summarize the per-

formance of a system, defined as the point along the DET curve where the missed detections

and false alarm are equal. This may be of use in applications where the cost of each type of

error is equal. The lower the number of EER is, the better the system performs.
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7.2.1 DET curves

In Figure 7.3, as an example, the DET curves for fricative and voiced manner detectors are

presented. One curve on the plot representing detector performance with certain DNN topol-

ogy, in total 40 different DNN topologies were investigated. The closer curve to the origin

the better performance of the corresponding system. On both images it is noticeable that

CNN topologies outperform DBN-DNNs. The property of the DET curve is that if resulting

curve is close to straight line, then this provides a visual confirmation that the likelihood

distributions (for targets and non-targets) from the system are normal. The resulting DET

curves for fricative detector are approximately straight lines, whereas the voiced detector

curves have the shapes close to convex hyperbolic function and the closest point to the origin

is around (8,8).

In Figure 7.4 the velar place detector performance across different models is shown.

Here the resulting curves of DBNs and CNNs topologies are densely lying. But still it can be

recognized that some CNN curves are closer to the origin, thus outperform DBNs on the all

critical operating region. All of the place detectors DET plots have approximately straight

performance curves.

7.2.2 Average Equal Error Rate

Average Equal Error Rate (AvgEER) is calculated across all manner and place articulatory

detectors and for every particular neural networks model. The average error rate for manners

is depicted in Figure 7.5 and depends on the number of hidden layers and number of units.

The striking feature to note on the plot is that the CNN models detect attributes better then

DBN neural networks, on the whole variety number of hidden layers. Also with increasing

number of hidden layers the AvgEER for CNNs does not change that much from 1 to 5 layers,

it is around 11.55% for both number of units (512 or 1024). After 5 hidden layers the error

for CNNs is gradually increasing and reaching near 12.15% for CNN_512 and CNN_1024

with 10 hidden layers. In general, the number of units in CNN models does not affect the

error, the AvgEER approximately the same either for CNN_512 or CNN_1024, except for

the CNN_1024 with 8 hidden layers. We suppose that this is occasional misleading result.
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Figure 7.3: Detection Error Tradeoff of «fricative» and «voiced» as an example of manner
detectors using different DNN topologies: CNN with 512 or 1024 hidden units along the
hidden layers from 1 up to 10, the same variety of hidden layers and units for DBN-DNN.
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Figure 7.4: Detection Error Tradeoff of «velar» as an example of place detectors using
different Deep Network topologies: CNN with 512 or 1024 hidden units along the hidden
layers from 1 up to 10, the same variety of hidden layers and units for DBN-DNN.

Figure 7.5: Average EER across all manner attribute detectors.
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In case of the DBN models for manner detectors we see the opposite behavior (compare

the CNNs): when the number of layers increase the error rate is gradually decreasing from

1 to 8 layers and after that increasing. There is clear gap between DBNs with 1024 and 512

units, the more number of units the better detector classify attributes. It can be noticed that

DBN-DNN as well as CNNs models are stable, their errors vary within 1% or less.

Figure 7.6: Average EER across all place attribute detectors.

In Figure 7.6 the AvgEER for place of articulatory detectors is plotted. The relation

between CNNs and DBNs topologies remains the same as in manner case, i.e. the CNN

models outperform the DBN across the whole range number of layers, except topology with

10 layers. The CNNs error rate for models with 1 up to 6 hidden layers fluctuates near

14.3%. The error of CNN topologies with more than 6 layers dramatically increases and

reach a value of 16.58%. Similar to manners, the number of units in CNN models does

not affect the error rate that much, it is hard to say which topology is better CNN_512 or

CNN_1024, their AvgEERs are pretty close to each other. It is noticeable that DBNs with

more units works better. It is clear positive tendency in DBN models: adding more hidden

layers gradually improve the accuracy.

In Tables 7.1 and 7.2, we summarize the result DNN models of the articulatory attribute

detectors, which show the lowest value of the AvgEER. Compare the performance of DNNs

vs CNNs using DET plots and AvgEER, CNNs consistently outperform DNNs across dif-

ferent variety of tuned parameters; producing 18.8% relative error reduction for manner and
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Table 7.1: Best models of manner detectors, which trained on OGI-TS corpus, with DBN-
DNNs or CNNs with hidden layers from 1 up to 10 and 512 or 1024 units in each layer.

Topology # of hid. layers AvgEER, %
CNN_512 5 11.54
CNN_1024 2 11.46
DBN-DNN_512 8 14.45
DBN-DNN_1024 2 14.11

Table 7.2: Best models of place detectors, which trained on OGI-TS corpus, with DBN-
DNNs or CNNs with hidden layers from 1 up to 10 and 512 or 1024 units in each layer.

Topology # of hid. layers AvgEER, %
CNN_512 3 14.06
CNN_1024 3 14.19
DBN-DNN_512 4 15.86
DBN-DNN_1024 8 15.65

10.3% for place compare with the best DBN-DNN models. This is consistent with our expec-

tation that CNNs have better generalization ability than DNNs especially when the amount of

training data are limited [46], this idea can be confirmed by the EER plots for every manner

and place detector (see Appendix C).

7.2.3 Visualization of trained weights

Figure 7.7 shows several examples of the spectral filters (1-D convolutional kernels) learned

by the convolutional layer of the CNN. The vertical dimension represent 8 weights of the

convolutional kernel along the frequency axis, horizontal dimension represents 33 output

neurons in the convolutional feature map. These filters look like 2-D Gabor filters [46] in

varying directions: horizontal, vertical and diagonal filters.

Figure 7.7: CNN spectral filters of size 8×33 learned by the convolutional layer.
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In Figure 7.8 the DBN-DNN weights are depicted. These weights are trained by DBN-

DNN with 2 hidden layers each of them has 1024 units. The weights, which are plotted, are

connecting the last layer with 8 outputs and previous layer with 1024 units, thus we have 8

images of weights reshaped as 32×32 matrices. There is no such a clear structure on the

images as for CNN filters, but these weight plots are used to visualize the convergence and

anomaly of the training algorithm. If there are too much black or white pixels on the weight

plots, it means that weights are very close to 0 or 1, i.e. too large or too small, that is not

natural for DBN-DNN [92].

Figure 7.8: DBN-DNN weights between last layer with 8 units and previous layer with 1024

units. These are reshaped in 32×32 matrices.
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Conclusions

In this thesis it was proposed a promising model for speech attribute detection. Two models

based on the cutting edge deep neural networks were compared. These are Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNN) and feed-forward neural networks pre-trained with the stack of

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (DBN-DNN). The proposed model is more related to the

stochastic nature of the speech articulatory attributes, than that in paper [32]. Attribute de-

tection can be considered as the multi-label detection problem, which was solved with the aid

of our model. All experiments have been conducted on the multi-language OGI-TS speech

dataset.

In order to find out the DNN model parameters for highest accuracy, many experiments

have been conducted. The effect of number of hidden fully-connected layers and number of

units were investigated. In order to measure the systems’ performance on the test dataset and

compare the models in general, several evaluation metrics were chosen. The DET curves

approach in general and AvgEER (in Figures 7.5 and 7.6) in particular, consistently show

that manner and place articulatory detectors trained with the CNN models work better than

DBN-DNN models. The CNNs, compare with the DBN-DNNs, provide a significant error

reduction producing 18.8% for manner and 10.3% for place relative AvgEER improvements

(see Tables 7.1 and 7.2). Also tendency that CNNs outperform DBN-DNNs across differ-

ent test parameters is confirmed by EER plots for every detector (see Appendix C). More-

over, manner speech features are detected more accurately then place features 11.46% versus

14.06% AvgEER, taking the best topologies.

The lowest AvgEER have been shown for manners by CNN with 2 hidden fully-connected

layers each has 1024 units, for places the best results were obtained by CNN with 3 hidden
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layers and each of them had 512 units. Both CNN topologies has single convolutional and

max-pulling layers.

From our experiments we can conclude that detectors trained with CNN models have

better generalization ability than DBN-DNNs especially when the amount of training data

is limited, as in our case we have very biased number of observations. It was shown (in

Figure 7.7) that a CNN with random initialization can automatically learn various sets of

edge detectors to locally extract low-level speech features. From the EER figures it can be

concluded that CNN models suffer from overtraining, whenever we add more hidden fully-

connected layers the error rate dramatically increases. In case of DBN-DNN we see the

opposite behavior. Thus, we may conclude that stacking of RBMs or layer-wise pre-training

gives gradual improvements of the model with the increase of hidden layers.

The next direction of the research is to apply multi-task learning approach as the infer-

ence framework above deep neural networks. Another investigation will be concerning the

application of speech articulatory attributes in speaker recognition problem.
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APPENDIX A

Manner Multi Labels mapping to Phonemes

−−− SPANISH −−−
f r i c ch f hh hs hx j h s sh t h

f r i c _ v o i c e d bx dh gx

g s _ v o i c e d l l y r w y

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l pau

s t o p k p t

s t o p _ v o i c e d b d g

vo iced_vowe l aa ae ah ay eh ey i h i y ow uh uw

−−− ENGLISH −−−
f r i c ch f hh s sh t h

f r i c _ v o i c e d dh j h v z

g s _ v o i c e d l r w y

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l pau

s t o p k p t

s t o p _ v o i c e d b d dx g

vo iced_vowe l aa ae ah aw ay eh e r ey i h i y ow oy uh uw

−−− HINDI −−−
f r i c ch chh f hh s sh

f r i c _ v o i c e d j h z
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g s _ v o i c e d l r w y

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l d d c l d t c l pau

s t o p d t d t h dx k kh p rd t t h

s t o p _ v o i c e d b bh d dd dh g

vo iced_vowe l a aa ae ah a i aw e eh i h i y ow uh uw

−−− GERMAN −−−
f r i c ch cx f hh s sh t s x

f r i c _ v o i c e d j h v z

g s _ v o i c e d l r y

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l pau

s t o p dx k p t

s t o p _ v o i c e d b d g

vo iced_vowe l A: a aa ae ah a i aw ea ee eh i a i h ihw i y oa oo uh uw

−−− MANDARIN −−−
f r i c c ch f hh s sh s h r t s t s h t s r

f r i c _ s i l c h c l t s c l t s r c l

f r i c _ v o i c e d v

g s _ v o i c e d l r w

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l pau

s t o p k kh p ph t tH

vo iced_vowe l a aa ae ah a i aw eh e r ey i h i y iyw oe ow ox u uw

−−− JAPANESE −−−
f r i c ch f hh s sh t s

f r i c _ v o i c e d dz j h z

g s _ v o i c e d r r r w y

n a s a l _ v o i c e d m n ng

s i l pau

s t o p k p t

s t o p _ v o i c e d b d g
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vo iced_vowe l a ah ay ey i y ow uw
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APPENDIX B

Place Multi Labels mapping to Phonemes

−−− SPANISH −−−
c o r o n a l r

c o r o n a l _ d e n t a l d l n s t

c o r o n a l _ d e n t a l _ g l o t t a l hs

d e n t a l dh t h

g l o t t a l hh

h igh ch i h i y j h sh uh uw y

l a b i a l b bx f m p w

low aa ae ay

mid ah eh ey ow

s i l pau

v e l a r g gx hx k ng

−−− ENGLISH −−−
c o r o n a l d dx l n s t z

d e n t a l dh t h

g l o t t a l hh

h igh ch i h i y j h sh uh uw y

l a b i a l b f m p v w

low aa ae aw ay oy

mid ah eh ey ow

s i l pau

v e l a r g k ng
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−−− HINDI −−−
c o r o n a l d dd dx l s z

c o r o n a l _ d e n t a l d t d t h n

c o r o n a l _ h i g h ch chh j h

g l o t t a l hh

h igh i h i y sh uh uw y

l a b i a l b bh f m p w

low a aa ae a i aw

mid ah eh ow

s i l d d c l d t c l pau

v e l a r g k kh ng

−−− GERMAN −−−
c o r o n a l ch cx d dx l n r s t t s x z

c o r o n a l _ g l o t t a l hh

c o r o n a l _ h i g h j h sh y

c o r o n a l _ s i l pau

d e n t a l _ l a b i a l f v

h igh i h i y uw

high_mid uh

l a b i a l b m p

low A: a aa ae

mid ah ee eh oa oo

v e l a r g k ng

−−− MANDARIN −−−
c o r o n a l l n

c o r o n a l _ d e n t a l s t

d e n t a l tH

g l o t t a l hh

h igh ch i h i y iyw sh s h r uw

l a b i a l f m p ph v w

low aa ae aw

mid ah eh e r ey oe ow ox
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s i l c h c l pau t s c l t s r c l

v e l a r k kh ng

−−− JAPANESE −−−
c o r o n a l _ d e n t a l d dz n s t t s z

c o r o n a l _ h i g h ch j h sh y

g l o t t a l hh

h igh i y uw

l a b i a l b f m p w

low a ay

mid ah ey ow

s i l pau

v e l a r g k ng
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APPENDIX C

Equal Error Rate for all detectors and different Neural

Network topologies
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Figure C.1: EER for every articulatory detector depends on variety of DBN-DNN and CNN
models: from 1 up to 10 hidden layers and each of them with 512 or 1024 units.
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